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 The AKG K75 features a diaphragm that has a diameter of 35 mm, which results in a high-performance, extremely accurate,
and clear sound with a strong midrange.The K75 is available in black or grey, and can be... Less Spacious semi-open design.
Convenient storage pouch. Increased sound isolation with dual-layer earpads. Comfort fit with soft ear tips. Improves sound
quality with its individually tuned response. Play louder with less loss and gain less distortion with our patented Tilt-Resistant
Port design. The revised design makes the AKG K75B a more comfortable and better sounding headphone for on the go. The
modern style is a perfect combination of fashion and music. The Tilt-Resistant Port ensures that the high-fidelity sound isn't

distorted when you're rocking out to your favourite music. The compact body is designed with a weight of just 260 grams, yet
its semi-open design is made for long-term comfort and travel. The convenient storage pouch comes with a clip. Also included
are dual-layer earpads for increased sound isolation and comfort. The... The K75 is the perfect answer to your all-round, high-
performance headphones needs. Its open-back design makes it possible to enjoy music and phone calls at the same time, while

also making it one of the most versatile headphones on the market. Its bass performance is also increased by a single driver unit,
so you can enjoy your music without the noise. The result is a headphone that really delivers. Highs: Portable, comfortable

design, open back, durable earpads, large volume control wheel, convenient storage pouch. Tweets: Full-size open-back
headphones with comfortable earpads, light weight, convenient... Your mobile device can now be driven like a supercar with the
AKG K75B. Its open-back design makes it possible to enjoy music and phone calls at the same time, while also making it one of

the most versatile headphones on the market. Its performance is also increased by a single-driver unit, so you can enjoy your
music without the noise. The result is a headphone that really delivers. Highs: Portable, comfortable design, open back, durable

earpads, large volume control wheel, convenient storage pouch. Tweets: Full-size open-back headphones with comfortable
earpads, light weight, convenient... AKG K600 – 82157476af
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